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“This is the word of the Lord concerning Israel.  The Lord, who
stretches out the heavens, who lays the foundation of the earth, and who
forms the spirit of man within him, declares:  ‘I am going to make
Jerusalem a cup that sends all the surrounding peoples reeling.

Judah will be besieged as well as Jerusalem.  On that day, when all
the nations of the earth are gathered against her, I will make Jerusalem
an immovable rock for all the nations.  All who try to move it will injure
themselves… Jerusalem will remain intact in her place … On that day the
Lord will shield those who live in Jerusalem, so that the feeblest among
them will be like David, and the house of David will be like God, like the
angel of the Lord going before them.  On that day, I will set out to
destroy all the nations that attack Jerusalem”

Zechariah 12:1-9 (New Int’l Version ©1986)

5760:
Cycle of Time

Updates

INSIIDE               Track          Reprint

“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.”   Hebrews 12:1

by Eric S. Hadik

5760          -   C   YCLE        OF     T   IME      U   PDATES           
A    C   YCLE        O   F   T   IME      R   EPORT         

The original Cycle of Time Report details why the Jewish Year of 5760 culminates an
abundance of long-term cycles (including an exact 7 periods of 360-years since the
Biblical prophecy in the book of Daniel that described ‘Daniel’s 70 Weeks’ and the
culminating ‘week of years’).

Sept. 1999 - Sept. 2000 is the year 5760 and is expected to complete MAJOR cycles
of time and usher in many dramatic events during the first year (Sept. 2000 - Sept. 2001),
the first 7 years (until Sept. 2007) and the first 12 years (into Sept. 2012... which coincides
with the oft-cited Mayan Calendar reaching fruition).  The following are some recent
excerpts elaborating on our analysis...

5760... The Cycle of Time
The Transition Has Just Begun...

2-29-00 - As most of you realize, I place a great deal of emphasis on the events in Israel and
their perceived and potential impact on the US and the world at large.  It would be easy to argue
that the fate of such a tiny nation should have little bearing on the entire world, but the Bible has
conveyed exactly the opposite of that thinking for 3,000+ years.  And, if judged objectively, most
observers would have to conclude that the Bible’s analysis has been accurate.
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Whether it has been one madman’s attempt at annihilating the Jewish race 60 years ago or the
Arab world’s persistent claim - and attempt to bring to pass - that Israel has no right to exist, the
ramifications have had a profound impact on the entire world.  In the Cycle of Time V (which I will
be updating and reprinting in the near future), I described why I thought that the Jewish Year 5760
would be the fulfillment of multi-century cycles and would usher in great changes in the Middle East.
The deadlines that Ehud Barak has placed on himself and Israel have reinforced this conclusion.

In that report, I also described the unique sequence of cycles that links 1917 (the liberation of
Jerusalem), 1945 (the end of WWII and the beginning of a 3-year period that led to the declaration
of the State of Israel), 1973 (the Yom Kippur War and related oil embargo on America for supporting
Israel) and        the       coming              year         2001        .  Each of these events are 28 years apart (4 x 7) and encompass
a complete 84-year period (7 x 12 or completion x completion).

I also described why the year 5760 was a perfect fulfillment of a 360-year cycle (360 x 16 =
5760) that pinpointed many critical events in Israel’s history... including Daniel’s dream regarding the
future of Israel and of all world empires.  The        Year         5761         will       be      equally              important                  as     it    BEGINS               a  
new        7-year,             12-year,               19-year              &    360-year                period           .

There are many reasons to revisit this topic now, but one of them is a fascinating quote I
recently read in late-1999.  It quotes a Jewish rabbi and deals with the contrasting civil year as
opposed to religious year in Israel (I have also discussed the two of these in detail in the past.)

Whether 5760 is attributed as having begun in September 1999 (Rosh Hashanah of the Jewish
New Year) or in the coming month (as the following quote suggests) is not the important issue.
What is the intriguing aspect is this precise reinforcement - from a very diverse source - to my theory
that 5760 is such a critical year.  Here is the quote:

“The Jubilee Year of 5760 begins at sundown on March 21, 2000 CE.  “The days of
man are the measure of the Miqvah.”  [The Miqvah is the Jewish Baptistery].  The
measure of a Miqvah is 40 Sheahs.  One Sheah is 12 dozen or 144 eggs.  The
Kabbalists liken one 12-month elliptic orbit of the Earth around the Sun as one egg of
time.  Hence, 144 x 40 = 5,760.  That Jubilee year of 5760 begins on March 21-22,
2000.  That is also Purim.  “The days of man are the measure of the Miqvah.”

Researcher Newsletter - December 1999

So, according to this belief - that has been held for centuries - the ‘days of man’ have a
strong correlation to the ‘measure of the Miqvah’.

… As new scandals hit Mr. Barak’s administration, Palestinian negotiations founder, Syrian
demands for a Golan withdrawal heighten and Crude oil prices attack levels where they threaten to
derail the US and global economy - the focus on Israel and the Middle East is destined to intensify
in the coming months.

Is it any surprise that Mr. Barak’s deadline for Palestinian peace - and now Mr. Arafat’s
assured time frame for unilaterally declaring a Palestinian state - converge at the precise transition
between 5760 & 5761... in September, 2000?!

What Americans do not realize is that the noose is being slowly tightened - thanks to the
entire Arab World - around America’s neck.  The price of Crude Oil is a tax on everything we
consume.  If you do not believe this, name 5 things that you use, eat or need in any given day that
do NOT have to be shipped in order for you to obtain them.

America has long been the wild card in Middle East politics and the Arab world - as well as
Russia and now even the EU - have sought to minimize her influence.  This is slowly being
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accomplished and could be used in an extortionary manner just before a critical election in the US.
For now, keep in mind the following quote from last month:

“The stock market usually discounts troubles 3-6 months, sometimes 6-12 months, in
advance.  My      cycles            pinpointed                    January               3rd       as     a   major           cycle          peak         in     the       S+P        and        January              
17-19th              as     a   major           cycle          peak         in     the       DJIA.           The        S+P        topped             on      January               3rd       and        the       DJIA         on     
January               14th.         

Both are already approaching their intra-year (that’s year, not month or quarter as might
normally be the case) projected support.  If they have already been able to accomplish a ‘normal’
year’s worth of selling - in a few weeks or less - what does this mean if these key support levels are
broken?

Get the picture?  The        trouble             has       been          forecast               to     BEGIN             in     the       year         2000         and        stretch            
into        2001        .  We are only leaving the starting gates...The bottom line is we are ushering in a period of
potential earth changes, celestial/planetary changes, multi-millennial Middle East cycles, multi-
generational Russian cycles & multi-decade stock market cycles....The real issues are only beginning
to materialize.”        IT

Copyright 2/29/00 (March 2000) INSIIDE              Track          Newsletter

“...I am against you, O Gog, chief prince of Meshech and Tubal...In future years you will invade a
land that has recovered from war, whose people were gathered from many nations to the mountains
of Israel, brought out from the nations, and now all of them live in safety.  You and all your troops and
the many nations with you will go up, advancing like a storm; you will be like a cloud covering the land”

Ezekiel 38:3b, 8-9
(New Int’l Version ©1986)

“The Lord had said to Abram, “Leave your country, your people and your father’s household
and go to the land I will show you.  I will make you into a great nation and I will bless you;  I will make
your name great, and you will be a blessing.  I will bless those that bless you, and whoever curses you
I will curse; and all the peoples on earth will be blessed through you.”

Genesis 12:1-3
(New Int’l Version ©1986)

5760... The Cycle of Time
The Transition Continues...

3-29-00 - “Whoever doesn’t like it can drink the water of the Dead Sea!” This early-March quote
from Yasser Arafat reiterated Palestinian plans to declare statehood by September 2000.  This         will      
come           at     the       7-year            point          of     the       Oslo         Peace            Accord             -   marking               a   time         of     ‘completion’                      and        of     a  
new        cycle          in     Middle             East         developments.                         

It    will       also         perfectly                coincide                with         the       transition                  of     major           cycles            from         5760         -   5761;          the      
beginning                  of     a   new        360-year                cycle          in     Israel.           

… What will the US sacrifice in exchange for a temporary cessation of tensions in the Middle
East? How will the Arab world (still set on the destruction of Israel) respond if the US appears to be
disproportionately favoring Israel?  How long will it take before enough OPEC nations unite to destroy
the economy of the US by pushing oil up to $40.00 and beyond?

Many OPEC nations resent the US ‘strong-arm’ tactics in influencing this week’s meeting.  It only
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took a couple weeks of oil above $30.00/bbl in 1990/1991 to create a recession and knock out a US
president.  In 1973-1974, the Arab World was able to create a US stock market crash of over 40%
with an oil embargo (coinciding with the hasty exit of a US president).  In 1979-1980, they doomed a
US president and contributed to the biggest surge in inflation and the largest increase in US interest
rates with a second oil ‘shortage’.

So, why does anyone believe that ‘things are different now’.  Let’s see... the early ‘70’s, early ‘80’s
and early ‘90’s each saw sharp stock market corrections, dramatic rises in the price of crude,
slowdowns or all-out recessions in the US economy, and the demise of US presidents.  Could the
early ‘00’s see the same?  If so, will it come now or later?

… This brings me back to two cyclic conclusions drawn by two separate (unknown to each other)
individuals regarding the exact same thing:

The        year         of     5760         marks            a   MAJOR              cyclic           rollover              for      Israel,            the       Middle             East         and        the       US      role       
in     global            politics.               The        first        was        conveyed                  in     the       Cycle           of     Time          V    (and         its      prequels)                 that        5760        
represented                     the       culmination                     of     decade-,                century-               and        millennial-related                              cycles            and        would           
mark          a   critical             turning              point          for      Israel.           

The second was given last month and discussed a Kabbalist belief that the days of man were the
‘measure of the Miqvah’ and would see culmination (or perhaps important transition) in 5760.

The Year 5760 culminates in Sept. 2000 and will be a major turning point.  The ensuing
year of 5761 begins a new chapter in Middle East history, coinciding with unique earthquake/
volcano cycles I have discussed for several years.  As conveyed in January, April 2000 is
another precarious time in the earth for Japan, the Western U.S. and other high-risk areas
around the globe.  It could be a precursor to 2001!

2001 also completes the 28- and 84-year cycles that have impacted Israel (& Russia) since
the early-1900’s.  There           is    also         an      intriguing                  religious                (Christian                  &    Jewish)              cycle          reaching               
fruition              in     September                    2001         that        I   will       discuss               separately.                   

2001         is    60     years           from         the       last        giant          surprise               to     hit      America’s                  shores             in     Dec.         1941.           60     years          
is    recognized                    by      cyclists              -   including                 W.D.         Gann           -   as     a   crucial             ‘Grand             Cycle’.              Could            another             
surprise               occur           in     2001?           Another               Gann-related                       cycle          stems            from         the       American                 declaration                    of    
Independence                         in     1776.           225       years           later         -   15     x   15     or     5   x   45     geometric                  years           -   is    2001.            Is    a  
Declaration                     of     Dependence                      in     store?           

… As for the stock market, there is a sequence of 19’s that is a harbinger of transition.  The weeks
of January 3rd to March 3rd were exactly 19 weeks from the prior correction and were forecast to
usher in a new correction… The first warning shot has been fired across the bow of the US economy
and bull market.  This does not mean they will immediately go sour.  It does, however, reveal a weak
point that will be attacked at a more vulnerable and opportune time.  2001         is    the       year         to     watch,            but      
2000         should             have         some           dynamic                moves             -   in     both         directions                  -   as     the       first        stages             of     a   major          
transition                  take        place         . IT

Copyright 3/29/00 (April 2000) INSIIDE              Track          Newsletter

5760...The Cycle of Time
The Calm Before The Storm...

6-28-00 -  While all looks calm on the Middle Eastern Front, many signs point to a brewing storm
that is likely to supersede anything seen in the last decade or two.  This might not be apparent to most
observers, but from someone that keeps a close eye on Middle Eastern (& Russian) events I can
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assure you there is far more posturing going on beneath the surface (or just beyond the horizon if I
want to avoid mixing metaphors)... in preparation for something big.

What probably intrigues me most remains the cyclic significance of the period we are about to
enter... and the one we are in the process of exiting.  Consider the following forecasts (some already
fulfilled) and observations made over the last 18-24 months and what they mean for the future.

The first two forecasts (one primarily fulfilled and one in the early stages) and the 4th involve
specific markets.  As reiterated last month with regard to market moves - these are usually precursors
of future fundamental events.  If that is the case, these forecasts could have dramatic implications for
global events in the coming months/years.

FORECAST #1 - The first involved the crude oil market that was forecast to see a bull market
through most of 1999 and throughout the current year of 2000.  The following is a 12/99 quote that
begins with - and then builds on - early 1999 projections for a Crude rally that would be ‘parabolic and
extend throughout 1999’...

2/27/99 - “On February 24th, for the first time since mid-January, the daily trend reversed to up
confirming that a low was taking hold.  If April Crude can close above 12.80, it will probably spur
acceleration higher.”

3/29/99 - “This (see above) was the quote from 2/27/99 that preceded the biggest surge in Crude
Oil since 1996.  Traders entered the month of March long the April contract from 12.48 and were
advised to look for a surge to 15.70...

...I  expect to see a decline into April 16/19th and an intermediate low take hold.  If   so,      the      next       
rally        could          be     parabolic                and       extend            throughout                  1999         ...”

The low took hold a few days early (April 8th), a breakout occurred precisely on this key cycle...
and the rest is history.  Crude did surge higher throughout the remainder of 1999 and is likely to
see higher prices in 2000.  This analysis fit within the broader outlook for the years of 5759 - 5760
(9/98 - 9/2000) to usher in inflation beginning with Crude.

I would not be surprised to see Middle East developments continue to push oil higher even
though a correction could take hold early in 2000.  Mid-January is the first coincidence of cycles...If
it corrects into January 14/17th, I expect another impressive surge into mid-to-late February, when
a more important convergence of cycles aligns.”   [End 12/99 IT Quote]

CONCLUSION #1 - Crude Oil did rally in a parabolic fashion throughout 1999, did correct in
early-January (low was January 10th, instead of the 14-17th), did provide another ‘impressive surge
into mid-to-late February’ (and even extended 2 weeks beyond this date) and then pulled back.

It has since bottomed and reversed higher as it approaches key cycles that align during the first
two weeks of July.  I consider this entire move not only a response to near-term fundamentals but
also an omen of something bigger on the horizon.  Longer-term cycles hint that we could see a
retracement from mid-July through mid-October before a surge into April 2001.

This         would            also         fit     (conversely)                      with         the       likelihood                  of     a   stock           market             low       in     July         and       
rally         into        October...                  before            a   sharp           decline              into        at     least         April         2001.         

FORECAST #2 - Another important - and potentially related - projection (from 1998) that has seen
early fulfillment - but still has the majority of fulfillment ahead - deals with the precious metals market.
To repeat from 1998 and from 10/27/99:

“The October PPI report contained a big surprise for non-INSIIDE Track traders and is likely to
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be a harbinger of things to come.  A dramatic increase in both the reported figure and the core
number sparked inflation fears across the nation - a phenomenon contrary to many analysts’ &
economists’ perceptions of the threat of Y2K.

Not surprisingly, this number was presaged by an extraordinary jump in Gold, timed perfectly
with the completion of its Cycle of Time decline.  I discussed this in the Cycle of Time III & V (4/98
& 10/98) and explained why precious metals would complete their cycle in the Jewish year of
5759, the equivalent of our 1998 - 1999.  The same time period was cited as a complete Cycle of
Time for inflation.

5759         ended            on      September                    10,      1999         &    5760         began...               at     the       EXACT             time         Gold          exited            its     
19-year              (Cycle            of     Time)           bear         market!             ”

CONCLUSION #2 - Gold rallied 33% in three weeks’ time at the precise transition of this Cycle of
Time cycle, giving an important omen of things to come.  Gold (& Silver) still have a long way to go
and are only in the early stages of a new bull market.

As a result, I cannot help but conclude that both political (a future oil shock or other
inflationary crisis) and economic (Euro demise or loss of faith in the Dollar after cycles peak in
October of this year) surprises are in store.

Since cycles in Gold do not mature (initially) until early-April 2001, and since Gold is one of
those markets that typically reinforces the 80/20 rule*, the biggest move in Gold appears most likely
to take place after October of this year and possibly not until early-2001.  The second set of
longer-term cycles matures in mid-February 2002 but will not become important or clear until the
April 2001 cycle has past.

[*The 80/20 rule of cycles is discussed in Eric Hadik’s Tech Tip Reference Library and
states that 80% of the move occurs in the final 20% of a given cycle.  It is sometimes a 90/10 rule,
where 90% of the move occurs in the final 10% of the cycle.]

Silver is similar and the longer-term analysis presented at the same time (10/27/99) remains
intact and has been reinforced for 8 months by the action in Silver.  To repeat:

“Until Silver can close above 580.0/SIZ on a weekly basis - it remains in a large consolidation
from 480 - 580.0.  It had a chance to accelerate higher, but never realized this potential and now
must contend with intermediate support at 511-515.0/SIZ and longer-term support at 480-
484.0/SI.“

As already recommended, long-term investors should have begun accumulating positions in
late-May and into June.  Continue to buy pullbacks with the idea of holding into at least April 2001 and
potentially into February 2002.

FORECAST #3 - One of the most important already-fulfilled/non-market forecasts was for the
demise of Boris Yeltsin and the ascension of a new Russian leader.  As stated in late-November
1999:

“Boris Yeltsin has been hospitalized for the second time in a week and is reportedly battling
pneumonia.  This may sound routine - considering all his past illnesses - but      cycles           are       saying           
different.                December 1999 was/is supposed to mark the completion of a Cycle of Time transition
period (see the July 1999 Cycle of Time VII) in Russia and the ramifications (combined with
devastating back-to-back grain harvests) should NOT be underestimated!

...I would not be surprised to see Boris Yeltsin yield power to Vladimir Putin - either voluntarily,
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involuntarily or as a result of incapacitation - in the near future (as early as December or as late
as May 2000).”       ©11/29/99 INSIIDE              Track         

CONCLUSION #3 - History also validated this key cycle as Boris Yeltsin stepped down and
turned over power to Vladimir Putin on the eve of the new millennium.  This event fulfilled numerous
cycles of transition in Russia and commenced several new ones.  The shortest of these is another
7-year period that will likely see similarities to the old Soviet Union (albeit with a fresh, smiling new
face) arise.

In only 2 months since Putin was reelected, he has already exerted his power and influence in
many areas, but is meeting some resistance in others.  So far, the best example of old Soviet/KGB
(of which Putin was head of the successive intelligence agency in the ‘New Russia’) tactics coming
into play has to be Putin’s attempt to consolidate the power of 89 provinces under the governing of 7
hand-picked governors.

He has run into some flack, but his resolve is undeterred.  At the same time, he is aligning with
many of the USSR’s old allies with one likely result being another 1973-style conflict in the Middle
East.  I discussed a unique cycle in Russia in the July 1999 Cycle of Time VII and demonstrated how
the       year         2001         should             play         an      important                  role        in     Russian/Israeli                          relations               .

This could come in the form of direct relations or indirect ones.  When Arafat declares statehood
(most likely in September), and Syria demands the promised peace agreement be completely fulfilled
(also scheduled for September), and when           the       most          powerful                long-term                  cycle          in     the       Middle             East        
rolls         over         (from          5760         to     5761         -   a   new        period            of     360       years           -   also         in     September,                     2000),           the      
nations              of     the       world           will       begin           taking            sides         .  My guess is that Russia will NOT suddenly become
an anti-Arab, pro-Israeli nation.

FORECAST #4 - Returning to another market forecast, the stock indices have (or have had) critical
cycle peaks aligning in January 2000, March 2000 & October 2000 and an even longer-term cycle
(high or low to be determined) appearing in 2001 (19 years from the inception of this bull market).

CONCLUSION #4 - The stock market is likely to play into the overall expectations for troubles to
begin accelerating after Middle East cycles reach fruition.

FORECAST #5 -  In my view, the most important forecast and cycle involves the nation of Israel.
For such a tiny country to ultimately have such a big impact seems illogical.  But, then again, so has
their entire history.  Investors do not have to look far to see the consequences of recent events
involving Israel.  In 1990/1991, Saddam Hussein attempted to drag Israel into his Kuwaiti debacle but
the timing was not right.

However, in 1973 it was another story as a Russian/Arab coalition wreaked havoc on the
economy & equity markets of a US/Israel coalition.  The big difference now is that the US has isolated
herself in many ways while Israel is in a similar predicament.  Is it just coincidence that the
culmination of a 7-year peace process (ushered in with the Oslo Accord) is in precise alignment with
the culmination of a 360-year cycle of war/trials/exclusion/torture/judgment for Israel... that dates
back to the time of Daniel & the Babylonian Kingdom?

A recent AP quote gives a quick synopsis of where the alleged ‘peace process’ stands and also
reflects the clever posturing that has been going on (in order to isolate Israel in the world’s eyes) for
months…

Arafat has already won the backing of many European nations and of the Vatican (which sees
Israel as a threat to Christian holy sites) in addition to the entire Arab community.  The only thing left
is for him to declare statehood and a jihad (holy war) to ‘free’ Jerusalem from the Jews.  Storm
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clouds are brewing and the period of Sept/Oct 2000 should see the first drops of rain begin to
fall.  All of this reinforces the same conclusion I made throughout 1999, particularly related to
Y2K.  As reiterated on 10/27/99:

“All      my       long-term                  cycles            still        point          to     the       year         2001         as     being           more          significant                   than         2000        .”
IT

Copyright 6/28/00 (July 2000) INSIIDE              Track          Newsletter

5760...The Cycle of Time
Jerusalem: Defying All Logic...

7-28-00 - While recent events do not conjure up images like those proclaimed by the Jewish
prophet Zechariah, they do validate the potential for an ultimate war focused on Jerusalem that could
involve much of the world.  Though this defies common logic - why such a small town as Jerusalem
would one day incite a world war - so does every other event surrounding the nation of Israel.

100 years ago, no one (except a few Zionists) believed that Israel would again become a nation,
despite specific Biblical prophecies concerning this event.  Defying all logic, Israel became a nation
on May 14, 1948.  (This event also defied logic as it resulted from the murdering of 6,000,000+ Jews
- an undertaking that was perpetrated to destroy the Jewish identity and instead strengthened it.)

Immediately after its declaration of statehood, no one thought it could survive the immediate
attack by its Arab neighbors and their attempts to push Israel into the Sea.  Israel defied all logic and
did survive.  When the Arabs plotted again and again on ways to annihilate Israel, the opposite came
true: Israel’s boundaries expanded, defying logic.

In 1967, it defied all logic that a group of Arab countries - again bent on ‘pushing Israel into the
Sea’ would be defeated by Israel in 6 days.  They were.

During the recent Gulf War, it defied logic that 39 Scud missiles launched into Israel would result
in the direct killing of only 1 Israeli while a single Scud launched into Saudi Arabia would kill many US
servicemen.

Now, in a ‘process’ to reverse past successful defenses, it defies logic that the entire world would
rally around an attempt to force Israel to grant relatively small parcels of land to the Palestinians for
a homeland - when other Arab countries (i.e. Jordan, etc.) have blatantly denied the Palestinians the
same privilege in a country that had room to spare (and in which the Palestinians had resided).

From a religious standpoint, it defies logic that a major church would be ignoring dozens of
Biblical promises and prophecies, instead corroborating to deny Israel the right to remain in control of
Jerusalem and its holy sights and would be fighting for these landmarks to come under either Muslim
(PLO) or secular (UN - ‘church & state’) control.  However, recent proclamations and agreements
between the Palestinians and the Vatican attempt to do just that.

Even during the recent Camp David meetings, the pope made sure his voice was heard by
declaring:

“The Holy See continues to maintain that only a special statute internationally guaranteed can
effectively preserve the most sacred areas of the Holy City.”  This followed the February 2000
accord with the Palestinians in which the Vatican stated that an “equitable solution” for Jerusalem,
based on international resolutions, was ‘fundamental for a true and lasting peace.”

(7/23/00 AP article by Ellen Knickmeyer)
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It is interesting - in light of prophecies cited in Revelation 11:1&2 - that not only Jerusalem but
even the temple (likely to be rebuilt soon, perhaps as a concession to Israel for allowing part of
Jerusalem to come under UN or PLO control) will one day be under diverse or international control:

“I was given a reed like a measuring rod and was told, “Go and measure the temple of God and
the altar, and count the worshipers there.  But       exclude               the       outer          court;           do      not       measure                it,    
because               it    has       been          given           to     the       Gentiles              .”

Again, this defies logic.  So, if verses from Zechariah appear to defy logic, they are simply
maintaining the consistent pattern that has surrounded Israel since its birth.

It is intriguing that the recent Camp David failure occurred during one of the most ominous
periods in Israeli/Jewish history.  This time frame is best known as ‘Between the Troubles’ and is a
21-day period commemorating the Fast of Tammuz to the Fast of Av (7/19-20/00 - 8/10/00).

This period is the same time that the walls of Jerusalem were broached by Nebuchadnezzar to
the time that the city of Jerusalem fell and the temple was destroyed.

Tishah b’Av - the 9th of Av - is the date on which BOTH Jewish temples were destroyed (586
BC & 70 AD) and equates to August 10, 2000. It also incorporates the time (8/02/90) in which a
modern-day Nebuchadnezzar (Saddam Hussein) began a Middle East war and attempted to turn it
against Israel.

Once again, the fate of Jerusalem is threatened during this historical period.  Jerusalem is
becoming the focal point of world attention at the EXACT time when major cycles roll over.  Since
publishing the Cycle of Time V (10/98...see www.insiidetrack.com for pertinent excerpts), I have
repeated many times the significance of the Jewish Year 5760 - a number exactly divisible by 360.

This         year         -   lasting             from         September                    1999         -   September                    2000         represents                   the       completion                    of     a  
360-year                period            (and         a   ‘week’            of     7   -   360-year                periods              since          Daniel’s               revelation                  regarding                  ‘the       
desolation                   of     Jerusalem’                    and        his       dream            regarding                  the       time         ‘decreed                for      your         people             and        your        
holy         city        to     finish           transgressions...’                             )  .    Other revolutions were equally notable...

During the final 7 years of the first period of 360 years after Daniel’s dream, the temple was
being defiled but then recaptured and re-dedicated by Judas Macabee (Hanukkah).

Exactly 4 1/2 periods of 360 years after Daniel’s dream (and a Biblical 3 1/2 periods of 360
years after the temple was revived), the siege of Jerusalem culminated in the beginning of the
Crusades in July 1099.  (This was the early stages of a 360-year campaign against Muslims and
Jews that began with the primary goal being to retake Jerusalem.)

Now, 7 periods of 360 years from Daniel’s revelation and dream, 6 periods of 360 yrs. since the
temple was defiled, recaptured & re-dedicated, 2 1/2 periods of 360 yrs. since Jerusalem was again
the focus of world attention and almost 2 periods of 360 years since King Edward expelled all English
Jews (another example of the Roman/Western European attacks against Jews), the world’s attention
is again focused on Jerusalem and the well being of the nation of Israel.

The more things change, the more they stay the same.  Or, as Solomon put it, “What has been
will be again, what has been done will be done again; there is nothing new under the sun.  Is there
anything of which one can say, ‘Look! This is something new’?  It was here already, long ago; it was
here before our time.”  (Ecclesiastes 1:9-11 NIV)

Copyright 7/28/00 (August 2000) INSIIDE              Track          Newsletter

September 2000 (into Sept. 2001 & into Sept. 2007) ushers in the beginning of a new, MAJOR
Cycle of Time as well as a convergence of War Cycles & Earth Disturbance/Climate Change cycles.
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HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR

LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS & THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED

BY A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN
ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK & NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN

ACTUAL TRADING. THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ADVERSELY

AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.  THERE ARE MANY OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH

CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS -- ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.

INSIIDE Track Terminology
Daily/Weekly ‘Trend’ – A LAGGING indicator – based on

a proprietary indicator – & used in three primary roles.
The first is to confirm an evolving trade.  The second is to
identify the most likely time (within 1-3 periods) for the
end of the first wave of a new move.  The third is to alert a
trader when to prepare for an upcoming 3rd wave move –
usually the most dynamic and extensive.

2   Close           Reversal               ™  – A market sets a new high above the
previous day’s/week’s high and subsequently closes be-
low both of the 2 previous closes…  or vice-versa (new low
and close above both of the 2 previous closes).

Extended                 2   Close           Reversal               ™  – A market sets a new high
above the previous day’s/week’s high and closes below
the previous day’s close (key reversal) but waits an
additional 1-3 periods to close below the original 2  nd     

Close         …  or vice-versa.

2  nd      Close           Resistance/Support                                ™  – The closing price of two
days/weeks prior to the current period and/or the confir-
mation level of a key reversal that has not yet closed
beyond the 2  nd      Close          (in an Extended                2   Close          Reversal              Ô).

2   Step         Reversal               ™  – A pattern encompassing at least 3
trading days/weeks but no more than 7 days/weeks in
which two corresponding 2   Close          Reversals                 occur in the
same direction with consolidation in between (but NO
conflicting 2CRs          in the interim).    www.insiidetrack.com

More detailed and diagrammed descriptions can be found in Eric Hadik’s Tech Tip™  Reference Library.

Double-Key                    Reversal               ™  – A key reversal (new low and
higher close or new high and lower close) followed by a
second key reversal in the SAME direction.  In other
words, back to back days/weeks of new highs & lower
closes or new lows & higher closes.

Turn-Key                 Reversal               ™  – A key reversal (new low and higher
close or new high and lower close) followed by a second
key reversal in the OPPOSITE direction.  In other words,
back to back days/weeks where the market makes a new
low and closes higher, only to make a subsequent new
high and lower close…  or vice-versa.

Intra-month                     V   ™  – A month in which a market trades lower
into mid-month, then reverses higher (ideally between the
13th & 18th), then rallies and sets new (intra-month) highs
before the end of the month.     www.insiidetrack.com

Intra-month                     Inverted               V   ™  – A month in which a market
trades higher into mid-month, then reverses lower (ideally
between the 13th & 18th), then declines and sets new
(intra-month) lows before the end of the month.

Intra-month                     X-X       (Extreme-Extreme)                               ™  – A month in which
a market begins at one extreme (high/low) and trades in
the opposite direction the remainder of the month – setting
the opposite extreme (high/low) in the final days of the
month.

MAC,          AMAC            &    MARC           ™  – Moving Average Channel calcu-
lations based on highs or lows of a specified time period.


